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BINGO! DUEL CHALLENGE BOARD 

 

The Bingo! duel challenge board is designed to combine board game occasions with a more challenging experience 
for those who like to duel. The board helps you keep track of your current standing and progress. It is up to you to 
set the challenges! 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Next to the two meeple figures at the top of the board, you can write your names to indicate which colour belongs 
to who. For the names and challenges you can use the template file that can be downloaded and printed from the 
product page. Cut the paper along the lines and place it behind the acrylic. You can also write directly on the acrylic 
instead of the printable version. For this, use an erasable pen. 

Set the 25 trophy markers in the middle, so that both meeple figures are only half visible. This indicates that anyone 
can still win that challenge. 

When one of you completes a challenge, move the trophy marker slightly until it covers the other meeple, 
highlighting the winner.  

 

 

GAME MODES 

 

Classic BINGO! 

List 25 competitive board games in which you can compete.  

Take turns choosing one game in the 5x5 grid to play. After the game, use the trophy marker (as described in the 
general information) to set the winner. 

If someone collects 5 wins in a row, column, or diagonal, it’s a „BINGO!” and that person have won the challenge, 
and if you have agreed on a prize, don't be shy about claiming it. 

If it is no longer possible for either party to get all the wins in any row, column or diagonal, the challenge ends with a 
draw. 

 

Rematch BINGO! 

Use the rules of Classic Bingo! with the following differences: 

When choosing a game, the current player can choose a game that you have already played before (and declared a 
winner) instead of a new game, and asking the other player for a rematch. The game selected cannot be the last 
game you played.  

If the challenging player manages to win, he can move the trophy marker to his side. This indicates victory.  

There is no tie in this version, because there will always be a chance for a rematch, so play this game mode until 
someone reaches 5 horizontal, vertical or diagonal wins. (Or, if you prefer, you can set a maximum number of game 
times.) 

Of course, you can also play this mode on a the smaller 3x3 area. (see in TIC-TAC-TOE BINGO! mode) 
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TIC-TAC-TOE BINGO! 

Use the rules of Classic Bingo! with the following differences: 

Instead of the 5x5 grid, use only the center 3x3 grid. 

This game mode can be used for a single game night as it can be completed in a shorter time. 

 

5 GAMES LINE CHALLENGE 

Taking a slight detour from the rules of Bingo!, you'll evaluate your score one line at a time.  

Write down 5 games in the first row. Play all five and use the trophy marker to mark the winner of each game. 
Whoever wins more games in this way will be the winner of the row. Then repeat the process of choosing games 
and playing in the other 4 rows. When a new row is filled with games, the game(s) that were included in the 
previous row(s) can be included as well. 

The winner of the challenge is the player who wins three rows first.  

 

„ACHIEVEMENT” HUNT 

Use the Classic Bingo! rules to win (row, column or diagonal win), but instead of games, write „Achievement”, i.e. 
goals you can achieve during the game. 

In this game mode, you have the option to play only one or more board games while competing for goals. 

If you choose only one game, for example Terraforming Mars, the objectives to be achieved could be: 

- Have 20 plants. 
- Play 10 event cards. 
- Complete two milestones in one generation, 

If you choose more than one board game, the objectives to be achieved could be: 

- Build a two Manufacturer in Birmingham. (Brass: Birmingham) 
- Have five birds in the forest. (Wingspan) 
- Defeat five guardian in Arnak. (Lost Ruins of Arnak) 

This game mode gives you the opportunity to add cooperative games to the challenge board. Set goals to spice up 
the game with some competition in addition to cooperation. Importantly, you should make a rule that the goal is 
only considered completed if you win the mission/game. For example: 

- Only place a card in the lost pile during short/long rest. (Gloomhaven) 
- A character should have 5 items. (Dead of Winter) 
- Defeat an intruder and carry his corpse with you until the end of the game. (Nemesis) 

 

 

 

And a little extra! If you like, take a picture of your winnings and share it with us, either by email or on social media 

using the hashtags #thegiftforgeint and #bingochallengeboard. 

 


